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CASCADIA COMPOSERS

present

SIGHTS & SPIRITS

A Concert of New Chamber Music by

Jeff Winslow • Tomas Svoboda • Greg Steinke • Gary Noland
Liz Nedela • Bonnie Miksch • Jack Gabel • Ted Clifford • David Bernstein

performed by

Janet Bebb, flute • Ann van Bever, oboe • Amelia Bierly, cello
Elise Blatchford, flute • Casey Bozell, violin • Diane Chaplin, cello
Lucia Conrad, violin • Florian Conzetti, percussion
Renée Favand-See, mezzo-soprano • Alexis Howard, clarinet
Cary Lewis, piano • Lisa Ann Marsh, piano • Margaret McShea, bassoon
Alicia DiDonato Paulsen, flute • Danny Seidenberg, viola
Igor Shakhman, clarinet • Susan DeWitt Smith, piano
Amy Vaillancourt-Sals, French horn • Karen Wagner, oboe
Nancy Wood, soprano

Saturday @ 8:00 PM
October 29th, 2011
Colonial Heights Presbyterian Church
2828 SE Stephens Street, Portland, Oregon 97214

www.CascadiaComposers.org

$5 students • $10 Cascadia members & seniors • $15 working artists • $20 regular

Cascadia Composers is a chapter of NACUSA (National Association of Composers, USA)
Bonnie Miksch  
*Like water, like sound, like breath*

Renée Favand-See, mezzo soprano  
Amelia Bierly, cello  
Lisa Ann Marsh, piano

Jack Gabel  
*Comet Crash 9 (Gerard Manley Hopkins)*

Video montage (edited by Agnieszka Laska)

Gary Noland  
*Trio: After Darconville*

Elise Blatchford, flute  
Danny Seidenberg, viola  
Diane Chaplin, cello

Tomas Svoboda  
*Lamentation*

Casey Bozell, violin  
Lucia Conrad, violin  
Danny Seidenberg, viola  
Diane Chaplin, cello

Liz Nedela  
*Five on Winds*

Janet Bebb, flute  
Ann van Bever, oboe  
Igor Shakhman, clarinet  
Margaret McShea, bassoon  
Amy Vaillancourt-Sals, French horn

**INTERMISSION**

Ted Clifford  
*Wind Quintet*

Janet Bebb, flute  
Ann van Bever, oboe  
Igor Shakhman, clarinet  
Margaret McShea, bassoon  
Amy Vaillancourt-Sals, French horn
Jeff Winslow

*When You Are Old (Yeats)*

Nancy Wood, soprano
Cary Lewis, piano

Greg Steinke

*Expressions III*

Casey Bozell, violin
Diane Chaplin, cello
Alexis Howard, clarinet
Cary Lewis, piano
Florian Conzetti, percussion

David Bernstein

*Quadralogues II*

Alicia DiDonato Paulsen, flute,
Karen Wagner, oboe
Florian Conzetti, percussion
Susan DeWitt Smith, piano
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